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along the coast, the English predominated among them all,
and soon the struggle for supremacy ended in their victory.
The Spaniards were restricted to the South, the French
were crushed in the North, and the Dutch and the Germans
were outnumbered, So that the colonisation of America
became entirely Anglo-Saxon in spirit. The colonisers had
brought here with them the ideals and institutions of their
mother country and had followed and transplanted them in
their new homes.*
The geographical and ethnological conditions of the
whole country were of a varied charaeterf. This led to marked
differences in their occupations and social status, which
resulted in political isolation^ The North was mainly
manufacturing, the centre produced abundance of Indian
corn, while the South was famous for its tobacco crop. It
was for these reasons that the southern colonies welcomed
slave trade and their population contained a very great pro-
portion of slaves, a fact which exercised considerable
influence on the later history of America.
Along with these social distinctions there were religious
as well as political differences. Though the Puritans were
the first English settlers, they were soon followed by Protes-
tant Dissenters, Eoman Catholics and those who belonged
* " As America became English, English institutions in th ecolonies
became American. They adapted themselves to the new conditions and
the new conveniences of political life in separate colonies, colonies struggling
at first then expanding, at last triumphing ; and without losing their
English character gained an American form and flavour." "Wilson. * The
State', p. 268.
t " The colonists then inhabited that portion of North America which
lies between the thirty-first and the forty-fifth parallels of Horth Latitude
and between the Atlantic Ocean and the Appalachian Mountains.". Chan-
ning. « The United States of America,' p. 5.
J" This great diversity in employments and in conditions of life
reacted on the habits and ideas of the people of the several sections and
made against political union throughout the whole history of the people
inhabiting this country." Ibid. p. 7,

